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LORAN ANTENNAS FOR PLASTIC AIRPLANES By Jim Weir (EAA 86698) VP Engineering Radio Systems Technology 13281 Grass Valley Avenue Grass Valley, CA 95945



LOng RAnge Navigation. LORAN. As one of the speakers at the Oshkosh '83 forums said, "LORAN is the hottest thing since new love". I can't debate it; I agree, LORAN (specifically, LORAN-C) has VOR and DME navigation beat by a country mile. Now, that's a country NAUTICAL mile, mind you, since LORAN is primarily a boater's system, but we airplane folks have found a way to latch on to this system and make it work for us. Indeed, some manufacturers are actually producing LORAN units intended for use only in aircraft (see



Fig. 1



tions will perform very well, if not perfectly, on LORAN. In metal ships, too, virtually all cables, engine grounds, shield wires, and ignition grounds are bonded to the conductive airframe. Fig. 1). As opposed to plastic airplanes, there is no ground plane to speak of. Since LORAN started out life as a marine navaid, there are certain Cables may or may not be common to the ground of the electrical system, terms that the handbooks (Ref. 1, Ref. 2) use that are quite foreign to our which may or may not be bonded to the engine, which may or may not. . . vocabulary. LOP's, hyperbolic positions, cycle slippage, and masterWhat we find is that our good old VHF antenna (Ref. 3), which couldn't slave chain selection are as confusing to the new user as VOR, marker have cared less about large ground planes and bonding, but was very critbeacon, reciprocal bearings, and TOFROM ambiguity are to the new pilot. ical in length, is being replaced by an antenna that is very demanding of a This article, though, will not attempt to make you an "instant expert" on large ground plane and a long antenna, but doesn't care the length of using LORAN. That will come in an article to be published next spring. antenna or ground plane — the bigger the better. Instead, this article will provide guidThe only problem is that the anance to those of you attempting to tenna element must be VERTICAL. use LORAN in your plastic airplanes like the E-Z, CO-Z, Quickie, Those of you following this series of articles must be aware by now that Dragonfly, and all the other "comvertical space for antennas is at a posite" aircraft. premium. (It is NOT true that Rutan First, let's examine why LORAN designed the Long-EZ so I could get a on boats works so well. For one thing, COM antenna in each winglet, but I boats can have a vertical whip anDO wish the Delta Dyke people would tenna 5 or 10 feet high, and the more have talked to me for a while . . .) At VERTICAL extent to the antenna, any rate, you all know that a COM the more range you will get from your LORAN. For another thing (and antenna needs to be vertical and about 42" long. In the EZ, that takes every bit as important as a long vertiup a winglet; in the Quickie series, cal antenna), boats have underneath that pretty well fills the vertical fin. them a horizontal ground plane some Falco and Barracuda drivers have 8000 miles in radius (shaped like a filled the vertical fin, also. The bottom ball, spins on its axis every 24 hours, line is this: decide BEFORE you build get the idea?). Yep, boats are a near the plane what is most important to perfect platform for a LORAN anyou. I've said it time and time again: tenna because of their long vertical An airplane is an inherently lousy antennas and near-perfect literal antenna platform. An Atlas missile ground plane. — a hot air balloon — THOSE are Now we come to airplanes. But, good antenna platforms. An airplane heck, even a metal airplane isn't too is a series of compromises. You want bad. A short (24") vertical antenna maximum COM range? Put the COM above a metal ship that extends 5 or antenna in the best vertical spot on 10 times that length in most direc-



the airframe. You want maximum LORAN range? Then to heck with COM, put the LORAN antenna in the best vertical spot. You want both? Go buy a sailboat. What doesn't work? Loops. Together with the fine folks at II-Morrow (Ref. 4) who kindly whispered into my ears the secrets of LORAN, and who then loaned me the unit shown in Figure 1, I investigated LORAN antennas for a solid month. Loop antennas, which I originally thought would be the answer to the aviation LORAN antenna problem, came out a big zero. I tried linear wound, pi-wound, scramble wound, and bifilar wound; single, double parallel, cross, T, and X; unamplified, amplified, sigma, delta, and switched modes; ferrite, air, and iron core, and most combinations of the above. The results were strikingly similar, and not at all unexpected once I became privy to a LORAN secret: phase means a lot. Thus a vertical wire antenna, which is phase insensitive, will perform well for any direction of flight, while a loop antenna will give superb results in some directions and absolute garbage in others. This was not unexpected; others have noted similar results (Ref. 5). What that leaves us, then, is a vertical wire antenna, which is coupled to the coax and coupled to the ground plane DIRECTLY at the base of the antenna by an "antenna matching coupler" sold WITH the LORAN by the manufacturer. Do NOT try to use an ADF coupler or "brand-newsurplus" coupler — the manufacturer has optimized this coupler for his particular radio. The problem is that the coupler is a metal box about the size of two cigarette packages stacked endto-end. If you put the wire antenna in, say, the winglet of an EZ, where do
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6" of the antenna while still providing access to the coupler for service? Fortunately, that's not my problem. Their answers are given in an appendix to this article. My problem is this: How do I give you an internal LORAN antenna design for your plastic airplane that will perform fairly well, be easy to install, and cost next to nothing? (Shortly after that, I will invent the 150 hp $200 engine and get Jim Bede to give an Oshkosh forum.) In all sincerity, though, here is how I might proceed with two aircraft antenna designs: the Long-EZ and the Quickie. Please note that individual designs for your airframe are much better handled by your designer using the principles outlined in this article than by calling us; your designer has much more detailed information than we could ever hope to collect. The VariEze (or Long-EZ) design: This design is rather easy, made so by



the fact that Burt and Mike have left us TWO fairly long vertical surfaces called winglets. One of these winglets (say, for argument, the left winglet) will contain the COM antenna as designed years ago (Ref. 3) with no changes. The right wing and winglet will undergo significant electrical



FIGURE 2.



modification. First, the antenna element itself is a very ordinary unsophisticated length of wire. Wire. Copper, steel, brass, or silver; skinny, fat, wide, or narrow; mil-spec triple plated multiple stranded or a bent coat hanger. Wire. Of any size, shape, material, or origin. Wire. The only critical thing is to put the wire as long vertically as possible. In the EZ, this means wire strung from the bottom of the winglet to the top. At the bottom of the winglet goes the antenna coupler, as close to the base of the antenna as possible, in accordance with the LORAN manufacturer's instructions and Mike's comments in the appendix.



Now comes the magic. Watch



closely now. On the right wing foam, prior to glassing, lay lengths of wire from winglet to wing root, the full span of the wing, 4 on top of the wing, and 4 on the bottom of the wing, equally spaced around the wing. Wire size is not important, nor is wire material; the important thing is that all 8 wires run full-span from winglet to wing root. Dip the wire in epoxy and lay it on the foam (Straightness is not necessarily an asset). Allow the first wire to dry, then dip the second wire in epoxy and lay it on the foam to dry.



Keep this up until all 8 wires are epoxied onto the foam. The purist, if course, will take an X-Acto knife and open up a micro-thin trench in the foam, lay the wire in the trench, and flox over. This class of person, though, will also gold-plate his rocker box covers, and usually wins the "best workmanship" award at fly-ins. My kind of builder. I'll bet you thought you were through. Hah. Now the real work starts. First, solder or wire from the



winglet end of wire #1 to wire #2, from wire #2 to wire #3, and so on until all 8 wires are bonded together. Then run a SHORT common wire from this junction to the antenna coupler. Then, at the wing root end, solder a wire similarly from wire 1... to wire 8, and then a wire from this junction to the LORAN chassis. Listen up, now, because this is the important part: make sure EVERY control cable, EVERY metal mass, EVERY coax shield, in short EVERY piece of metal over 1" square on the ship is bonded to electrical neutral (or airframe ground, or chassis common, or whatever term you choose), and then to the LORAN chassis. Make an ohmmeter check. Surprise yourself. Find that your aileron



LORAN ANTENNA PLACEMENT ON THE VARI-EZE AND LONG-EZ AIRCRAFT



LORAN ANTENNA ELEMENT RANDOM LENGTH - AS LONG AS POSSIBLE 'A1 IS GROUND W I R E TO REST OF AIRCRAFT GROUND SYSTEM. 'B1 IS COAX CABLE TO LORAN RECEIVER



LORAN GROUND PLANE WIRE? RANDOM LENGTH - AS LONG AS POSSIBLE



ANTENNA COUPLER SUPPLIED BY MANUFACTURER C O A X I A L CABLE TO



LORAN UNIT
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put the LORAN antenna. This is going to necessitate what is called in my field an "engineering compromise" (in other circles called "hammer, weld, file, and paint to match"). The gist of the compromise is this: leave the VHF COM antenna on the leading edge of the vertical fin as designed (Ref. 6). Then run a hair-fine LORAN wire antenna (say, #22-26 or so) along the AFT edge of the vertical fin, terminating at the matching box in the fuselage aft section. Run ground plane wires along the fuselage as shown in Figure 3, and reread the admonitions above on grounding everything in the airplane to a common point. Everything. What have we done here? First of all, we have violated the sanctity of "24 inches from the COM metal to any metal" rule. Yep, we've put that little LORAN rascal right in the field of the COM antenna. The net effect of putting this LORAN antenna in the field of the COM antenna will cause an aft null in the COM antenna's pattern, but the null will be so narrow (5 degrees or so) and so shallow (say, 15 dB) that it will not materially affect the COM transceiver's performance. The further away you keep the LORAN wire from the com antenna, the narrower and shallower the null will be. Second, we have sniggled both antennas which need verticality into one surface, with one antenna having minimal interference and the other antenna with no measurable effects at all. Here, then, is a nutshell version of



cables lose their conductivity in a hard right bank. Find that your engine is common to absolutely nothing.



AND THEN DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT! See Figure 2.



It is necessary, it is ABSOLUTELY necessary, that all major metal structures are common to each other. Not only does it prevent noise, it extends the ground plane, and thus the range. Speaking of noise, any spark-type noise from the voltage regulator, strobes, or other arc souce will drive your LORAN up the wall. As you will come to see in my spring article, LORAN depends upon decoding a lowfrequency noise-sensitive pulse in the midst of a bunch of crackles and pops (lightning, man-made arcs and sparks, and airframe noises) and other LORAN pulses. In particular, newfangled digital gadgets like clocks, fuel flow analyzers, digital OMNI heads, digital tachometers, thermometers, and the like, may cause your LORAN to come down with a case of the shivering fits. I recommend: A. A sparkless voltage regulator (see these pages for a homebuilt design, coming shortly); B. A shielded ignition system, including magneto filters; C. Bonding EVERYTHING (and I really can't emphasize this enough) together with tripleought (000) size wire if necessary; D. A frank discussion with your digital gadget people as to how to keep his digital trash out of your LORAN. Quickie folks, you don't have it



quite so easy. The COM antenna in



your airplane is in the vertical fin, and there just isn't anywhere else to



FIGURE 3.
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2. Keep them close — within an inch or two — to the antenna coupler. 3. Provide a ground plane (or long strips of wire approximating a ground plane) as large as possible. 4. Bond all metal pieces of the airplane together. 5. Take extraordinary measures to prevent spark-type interference from reaching the LORAN antenna. As usual, I offer my services free to any airframe designer to install antennas into his airframe. Just send me a couple of 3-view prints marked up to show me where the metal pieces in the airplane are (cables, wires, hinges, etc.), and I will return a marked-up print showing you where I would put the antennas. References 1. Loran-C User's Handbook, U.S. Coast Guard, COMDTINST M16562.3, USCG, Wash. DC 20590. 2. Loran C Operating Manual (501B and 502B), II-Morrow Inc., Salem, OR 97302. 3. Weir, Jim, "Antennalets . . . or . . . How to Keep Your Pretty Plastic Airplane from Resembling an Agitated Porcupine", SPORT AVIATION, January, 1981, pp. 58-61. 4. Apollo I Installation Manual, IIMorrow Inc., Salem, OR 97302. 5. Burhans, R. W. "Experimental Loop Antennas for 60 KHz to 200 KHz", NASA-LANGLEY Grant #NGR 36-009-017.



LORAN ANTENNA PLACEMENT ON THE QUICKIE AND QU SERIES OF AIRCRAFT



N / LORAN ' ANTENNA



my recommendations for LORAN antennas in plastic airplanes: 1. Keep them vertical and as tall as possible.



\



GROUND PLANE



WIRES OF RANDOM LENGTH



, * WIRES PER SIDE OF FUSELAGE I



ANTENNA



COUPLER



(8 W I R E S TOTAL )



-/COAXIAL CABLE



/ T0 L O R A N RECEIVER



GROUND PLANE WIRES. CONNECT ANY AND ALL OF THEM



TO THE A I R C R A F T GROUND SYSTEM.
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Appendix



the receptacle, the simplest method,



winglet under the wing. This receptacle will need to be at least 21A" x GVz"



The antenna coax cable from the Loran-C receiver, should come down the "conduit" previously hotwired into the wing cores, and plus into the



Layout the proposed receptacle on the inboard surface of the lower



By Mike Melvill Rutan Aircraft Factory



Original 2 Ply Und Skin



Mounting the antenna preamp in the lower winglet in a Long-EZ.



Typ.



and should be oriented horizontally. Mark the dimensions of the receptacle with a felt tip pen. Cut through the inboard skin, using a hacksaw blade or modeller's Zona saw. Use a screw driver blade or wood chisel to pry the rectangular piece of skin off the foam. Now carefully dig out all of the foam until you are through to the outboard skin. Use a sharp knife and a Dremel. Sand the sides of the rectangular receptacle smooth, and sand the inside of the outboard skin (bottom of the



2 Ply Bid



Original 2 Ply



Und. Skin Section A-A



receptacle). Round the edges of the receptacle to about a Vi" radius, and thoroughly sand the skin for IVz" all around. Slurry the foam sides of the receptacle and layup 2 plies of BID (w 45° into the receptacle such that you get a good glass layup that ties the inboard skin to the outboard skin of the lower winglet. The first ply should lap onto the inboard skin about IVfe" all around. The second ply should lap about 1". Peel ply the edges of the



glass to get a smooth transition. The pre-amp can be mounted inside
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and a very adequate one, would be to "glue" the pre-amp into the receptacle with 3 or 4 "blobs" of RTV silicone.



pre-amp. The other end of the preamp should have the antenna "wire" plugged directly into it. A suitable door or cover should be installed over the pre-amp to protect it from the elements. This can be a custom fabricated glass laminate, held on with 6 #6 flush screws and buried nut plates, similar to the nose door over the battery. Just as good would be an appropriately shaped piece of .016 "glued" over the pre-amp with RTV silicone. For a VariEze, the pre-amp could probably be installed in the lower



winglet. It will depend on the size and shape you made your lower winglet.



An option would be to dig a "hole" into the end of the wing at the leading edge. Do not cut into any of the major structure that attaches the upper winglet to the wing. This "hole" should be sanded smooth and glassed with 2 plies of BID. Again, the preamp can be mounted with a few "blobs" of RTV silicone. Getting the



coaxial antenna cable to the pre-amp in an already completed VariEze is not quite so simple. A suggestion would be to run the cable along the leading edge of the aileron spar out to



Aileron



the outboard tip of the aileron, then



through the foam core to the pre-amp. It is possible to "drill" a hole from the outboard forward corner of the aileron cutout, to the wingtip, using a piece



of 5/ie" OD x .035 wall steel tubing for a drill. You will need a piece about seven feet long. The "cutting" end should be serrated with a hacksaw. Chuck this tube drill in your electric drill and carefully align the drill to start in the outboard corner of the aileron cutout, and come out in the area of the leading edge of the wing tip. It sounds difficult, but you will be surprised how easy it is to do. Run the coax antenna cable through this hole, and connect it to the appropriate end of the pre-amp. The antenna itself is



connected to the other end, and should be a piece of Vs" or %z" welding rod. Stainless might be best to prevent corrosion. This wire can be sharpened



"Drill" A



Conduit Hole For the Antenna Coax



on one end, and pushed up through a



small hole into the upper winglet foam core until it reaches the top of the winglet. You want the longest antenna possible. The "ground plane" that Jim has described in this article, should be built by burying the wires in razor cuts in the foam, rather than by glueing the wires to the surface as suggested. Wires glued to the surface of the foam would cause "bumps" in



Preamp



the glass skins, which in turn could



cause the structural glass skins to be sanded through locally over the wires. This would be a disaster, since the glass skins are the structure of your wings. It is much better to bury the wires in a razor cut about Vs" deep in the foam. These "cuts" will be filled with



VARIEZE WINGLET



micro when you slurry the foam prior to glassing. Keep in mind that when



you lap the four wires spanwise, top and bottom of the wing, that you will



not just be able to simply hook these wires together. At the wing tip, you will be cutting the wing to fit the winglet. At the root, you will be removing a section of the foam core, and laying up a root rib (see Section I, Chapter 19). This will be much easier to understand once you have studied the wing construction chapter. As long as you look ahead, this ground plane will be easy to install and your Loran-C will work well, provided you follow Jim's instructions to the letter.



Have fun!!!



Drill A Small Hole and Install A Welding Rod Wire Antenna.
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